FIRST HOME
BUYERS
GUIDE

H

ERE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT
THINGS TO KNOW BEFORE YOU
BORROW

If you’re looking to buy your
first home, chances are
you’re also looking for your
first home loan.

broker onside could benefit
you.

Please note, we do not
provide tax, legal or
It may seem daunting but
accounting advice. This
it doesn’t need to be. With
guide has been written
some useful knowledge,
for general informational
advice and help along the
purposes only, and is not
way, you’ll find the right
intended to provide, and
loan, and more importantly, should not be relied on for,
get further towards being
tax, legal or accounting
able to buy your first home. advice. We encourage
you to consult your own
More than half of all
tax, legal and accounting
Australians taking out a
advisers before engaging in
mortgage are doing so with
any transaction.
the help of a mortgage
broker. It’s the smart way
to go. We’re here to tell you
what to consider when it
comes to your first home
loan, and how having a
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USING A
MORTGAGE
BROKER IS
THE SMART
WAY TO GO
•

We provide real choice, looking to find you the right deal.

•

We work with multiple lenders, not just one – keeping competition alive.

•

We may negotiate a better outcome.

•

We help at a time and place that suits you, doing the legwork for you.

•

Our aim is to save you time and stress, andget things moving as quickly as
possible. from. It’s just a matter of helping you find the right one.

START SAVING FOR A DEPOSIT

ADDITIONAL COSTS TO
CONSIDER
Most lenders require a deposit of
a minimum of 5% of the total loan
amount.

you win the lottery, inherit or receive some other windfall, it’s a good idea to
make some minor adjustments to your lifestyle to watch your savings grow.
Make an honest appraisal of all your living expenses and see where you can

cuts in many aspects of your life. Make lunches to take to work, cut out the daily
coffee run and opt for movies nights in instead of big nights out. Once you’ve
calculated a realistic savings amount, set up a direct deposit from your pay into
a separate savings account with no card access. That way you won’t be tempted
by ATM withdrawals or EFTPOS purchases. It will be satisfying to watch your nest
egg grow, knowing your homemade lunches and big nights in will eventually
reap financial rewards.
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Your risk is determined by your loan to
value ratio (LVR), which is the amount
you wish to borrow divided by the
lender’s valuation of the property you
several thousand dollars to property

5%

purchase costs, many borrowers
consider it a worthy investment
to help secure a loan with a lower
deposit. We can give you an LMI
estimate based on your financial

shave off some costs. Things like rent and utility bills should be covered first, then
assign a budget for lifestyle with your remaining income. You can often make

those borrowing more than 80%.

wish to buy. Although LMI can add

There is no time like the present to start stashing your cash for a deposit. The
longer you put it off, the harder it can be to develop good savings habits. Unless

are considered a higher financial risk;

You’ll also need to cover the cost of
Lenders’ Mortgage Insurance (LMI), if

situation before deciding how much
you need for your deposit.

your loan amount is more than 80% of

Remember the extra costs. As well

the value of the property.

as a deposit, you’ll also need to have

Lenders’ Mortgage Insurance is a
one-off insurance payment charged
by lenders to those borrowers who

enough saved to pay for stamp duty,
conveyancing or legal fees associated
with the purchase of the property.
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When it comes to buying your loan products for you to

Of course you can go to a

moving interest rates and

first home, it’s a good idea to

choose from. It’s just a matter

bank, but this can be trickier

new products, it’s an ever-

speak to a mortgage broker

of helping you find the right

than it sounds.

changing market. And let’s

like us first – even before

one.

you speak with an agent, or

not forget that if you’re a first
Firstly, which one do you

home buyer, you’re probably
very new to this.

get too far down the track.

As your broker, we will look for

choose? Which of their

Not only is a broker a wealth

a loan that suits you and your

products is right for you? And

of information and advice,

circumstances. With access to

what about other lenders,

That’s why a broker makes

we’ll also help you find the

multiple lenders and an array

building societies and credit

sense. We do this every day.

right loan, and aim to make

of different loan products, we

unions?

We know the lenders, their

the whole application and

stay up-to-date with changes

approval process much easier. within the market and new

products and policies and
Australia is indeed a lucky

we keep up-to-date with

products from the lenders as

country. We are blessed for

changes. We help choose

The first thing we will do is

they come online. The best

choice when it comes to the

what’s right for you.

catch up and chat about your

thing is, while you’re saving

amount of competition that

needs and goals. We can then for your deposit, we are

exists when it comes to the

give you a realistic idea of

working for you to give you

mortgage market. With so

your borrowing potential and

the peace of mind that you’re

many lenders, and so many

can also start the ball rolling

in the right deal.

products under each of

to find the loan that suits you.

their brands, it’s important

So when you find the right

Once you know what you can

you make the most of this

place, we can work on sorting

borrow, have found a house,

regarding who and what you

out your finance

and have chosen a loan, we

choose when it comes to your

as quickly as possible.

take care of the application

home loan.

process, taking all the
There are literally hundreds

headaches and stress away.

and hundreds of different
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HOW MUCH CAN YOU AFFORD?

Banks enjoy working with brokers, as we do a lot of the banks’ work for
them making their jobs much easier. Having a broker working for you may
speed up the application process while get you the top-notch customer
service you deserve.
In the simplest terms, having a broker in your corner makes finding the right
loan easier and can save you time and, hopefully, money.

The first thing we will

influence your decision

It’s really a case of looking

expenses (even coffees

or eligibility for a loan.

Of course, even with a

do is work out your

around what to buy and

at the big picture and

and lunches).

Talking to us will give you

pre-approval a subject

borrowing potential.

where – proximity to

working your way back

a much more accurate

to finance clause is an

work and family and your

from there. Consider

idea of what you can

important protection.

stage of life are just a few

your household income

– but the single biggest

and what you realistically

decider is nearly always

can afford in loan

what you can afford.

repayments, taking

You may have a dream
home in mind but first,
you need to know if you
can afford it. There are
many factors that will
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As a guide, a mortgage
calculator can be a
great place to start,
but it won’t take into
account all of your
personal circumstances

afford. We can look to
obtain pre-approval from
a lender so you can put
an offer on a home when
you find the one you like.
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FINDING
YOUR
HOME

Once you know what you can afford,

If convenience is important, you may

important to you now and over

over the past 10 years, plus existing

you can get a much better idea of

be looking at apartments instead of

the next five years. Are you looking

and planned infrastructure, such as

what type of home you can buy and

houses, remembering that often the

to be part of a community that’s

public transport, shopping centres

where you can live.

closer you get to a CBD, the higher

similar in age to you? Is it important

and schools. If property values in

the demand and price. Your budget,

to get to and from work as quickly

one suburb have really taken off in

When it comes to the type of

for example, might only stretch as

as possible or can you cope with

the past five years, find out why and

property and location, many

far as an older, walk-up unit if you

a long commute, providing you

consider whether neighbouring

first buyers find they have to

want a property within 20 minutes

have a great lifestyle when you get

areas have similar potential.

compromise in some way, shape

of a major capital city.

home? Do you have children or are

or form. A free-standing home in

you starting a family? All of these,

an established, convenient, leafy

If you definitely want a house and

in addition to your budget, will

neighbourhood near a CBD, great

garden, depending on where you

influence where and what you buy.

transport, family and friends might

are, you may be restricted to the

well be out of reach the first time

outer suburbs or regional areas.

round.

your homework on suburb
You should consider what is most
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UNDERSTAND
THE DIFFERENT
MORTGAGE TYPES.

For example, let’s say you borrow $500,000, you can fix

When it comes to refinancing, there are two

REPAYMENTS

very important things we need to consider:

$300,000 and keep $200,000 variable.
This sort of loan lets you enjoy the benefits of an interest
rate drop and also protects you from being fully affected
if they rise.
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST VS. INTEREST-ONLY

Home loans are made up of two parts: the principal and

TYPES OF INTEREST RATES

the interest.

Most types of home loans will have these three

•

The principal is the initial amount you borrowed.

•

The interest is the amount the lender charges you

options:

for borrowing the initial amount.

01 VARIABLE INTEREST RATE
A variable interest rate is a loan with an interest
rate that is influenced by market conditions. If

Most types of home loans will also have these two
repayment options:

interest rates go up, so do your repayments. If
they go down, your repayments will, too.

05 PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST REPAYMENTS
A very popular repayment option for most. Each

02 FIXED INTEREST RATE
That name says it all. Fixed-rate loans will have
a ‘locked’ rate for a certain period, usually
between one and five years. With a fixed
interest loan, you will know exactly how much
your repayments will be. These types of loans
offer certainty and security. The downside
is that your repayments won’t decrease if

repayment you make reduces the principal, as well as
the interest. So gradually, your repayments will be paying
off more of the principal and less interest because you’re
chipping away at the balance from the start.
06 INTEREST ONLY REPAYMENTS
Interest-only repayments delay the repayment of the

interest rates fall.

initial amount borrowed – the principal – for a period of

03 SPLIT INTEREST RATE

that period.

time. You only start paying off the principal at the end of

The best of both worlds. Part fixed, part

During the interest-only period, your repayments will be

variable. With a split home loan, your

significantly smaller, but over the life of the loan, you’ll

repayments are split into a fixed-rate
component and a variable-rate component.
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end up paying more interest.
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BORROWING FROM THE BANK OF MUM AND DAD
With property affordability getting increasingly tricky for some, many first
homebuyers are reaching out to their families for financial assistance to help
increase their borrowing power.

FAMILY GUARANTEE
LOANS
A family member can use the equity
in their home to guarantee part of

Partnering up can reduce the financial burden and may mean you can afford
a better quality property with greater growth potential than if you bought solo.
But it’s not a move you should make lightly. Even if you decide to buy your first
property with family, make sure you seek legal advice and ensure each party
understands their financial and legal obligations. You don’t want a financial

your loan.
If you’re struggling to save for a
deposit, or find your dream sooner
than reaching your required deposit

transaction or financial partnership to come between you and your family.

amount, there may be other options

You should talk about what would happen if one of you was unable to cover their

faster.

share of the mortgage and how you might reduce this risk. It’s also important
to contemplate scenarios such as one of you wanting to sell or move out sooner
than planned.

that will get you into your first home

more than 80% of the property value.
The family member may be able
to use the equity in their home to
guarantee part of your loan. The
guarantor should understand that
if you fail to make a payment, the
bank may look at them to pay the
guaranteed part of your loan. As
such, it’s important for all parties to
seek independent financial and legal
advice prior to entering a guarantee
arrangement.

It’s a common option to get family
members on board, either through

If you are considering this then you may find it helpful to speak to a financial
planner and lawyer. There are benefits to be gained but as with every significant
financial decision you make, it is critical to weigh up the risks at the same time.

a gift or family guarantee. This can
be a great way to increase your
deposit to avoid paying lender’s
mortgage insurance, which is usually
a requirement if you are borrowing
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RENT OUT YOUR FIRST HOME
There’s no rule that says you have to live

not emotion. Are you looking for capital

in your first property.

gain over time or high rental yields
right away? The investment property

Many first home buyers are challenging

can be positively geared, where the

convention by rent-investing – renting

rent exceeds the cost of the mortgage

where they want to live and buying

and upkeep to give you a profit, or

an investment property in a more

negatively geared, where the rental

affordable location.

income is less than the cost of owning
and managing the property, which may

The objective for these renters is to buy

create a tax deduction.

where they can afford to get a foothold
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on the property ladder. That could be

Again it’s important to seek appropriate

another suburb in the same city or a

legal and financial advice so you are well

town in an entirely different state.

informed about how renting and taking

As with any investment, the key is to

on an investment property impacts your

choose a property on financial merit,

finances and tax obligations.
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THE FIRST
HOME
OWNERS

The First Home Owners Grant and
other various grants and stamp duty
concessions may be available to give
first homebuyers a leg up.
The grants usually apply to apartments
and houses up to a certain value. These
thresholds can vary depending on

GRANT

the type of dwelling and the state or

AND OTHER

certainly worth exploring.

INCENTIVES

what’s on offer under the FHOG scheme

territory in which the property is located.
The savings can be significant. So it’s

Visit www.firsthome.gov.au to find out
in your market.
It is also worth checking if your state or
territory offers stamp duty exemptions
or concessions for first home buyers.
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WE’RE HERE TO HELP
MAKE IT EASIER.
If there’s something you don’t understand or need more
explanation, please call or email us today!

Get in touch with us

CONTACT :
Phone : +61 396 869 087
Fax
: +61 386 790 576
Email
Web

: enquiries@ufinancial.com.au
: ufinancial.com.au

Address :

Level 4|580 St Kilda Road
Melbourne VIC 3004
Australian Credit Licence: 389087

